Let L(z) be an element of M n {€, [z,z~1]). In this work we study the structure of isospectral curves given by /(z, λ) = 0, f(z,\) -det(L(z) -λ), their Jacobians and the relationship between standard modules and the corresponding theta functions. We assume that /(z, λ) is irreducible and nonsingular for /(z,λ) = 0 and z G C\ The element L(z) will be called good, if the centralizers Introduction.
Introduction.
The relationship between completely integrable Hamiltonian systems, KacMoody Lie algebras and curve theory were studied systematically by M. Adler and P. van Moerbeke in [1] , [2] . The main idea of their method is to associate to such a Hamiltonian system a Lax matrix differential equation of the form where L is an element of a loop algebra g = g ® C [z,z~λ] and M(L) is a function of L. The associated isospectral curve XL is obtained as projective completion of the quasi-affine curve χ a = {(z, λ) e C* x C I det {L(z) -λ) = 0}.
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The corresponding Lax equation of a completely integrable Hamiltonian system becomes linear on the Jacobian variety of the curve X L . For those systems which are of relevance in physics, such as the periodic Toda system, the Euler-Arnold spinning top and the Neumann problem, the isospectral curves are hyperelliptic.
Certain classical integrable Hamiltonian systems which arise in mechanics or geometry, for instance the motion of a particle on an ellipsoid under a central force or the geodesic flow on an ellipsoid, were solved directly by J. Moser [15] . The solutions are expressed in terms of hyperelliptic theta functions on the Jacobian variety of the related hyperelliptic isospectral curve. The Jacobian variety is obtained as a quotient-space of an isospectral manifold. Its linear structure defined by the Hamiltonian vector fields of the integrals of the flow agrees with the linear structure as given by Abel's theorem. These ideas were developed further by D. Mumford in [18] to construct families of Jacobian varieties using dynamical systems.
Classical and quantum mechanical systems of Toda lattice type were studied in detail by R. Goodman and N. Wallach in a series of papers [6] , [7] , [8] . In the case of the generalized periodic Toda lattice the solution is calculated in terms of representative functions of standard modules of a Banach Lie group G w . The group G w is obtained as a central extension of the connected and simply-connected loop group G w of the completion g of the Kac-Moody algebra g. To obtain explicit solutions the representative functions on standard modules defined by highest weight vectors are computed along certain one-parameter subgroups of G w . These functions define a system of non-linear ordinary differential equations. In the special case of SL 2 ( M) this system of ordinary differential was solved explicitly and the solution described in terms of theta functions.
In this work we combine the Kac-Moody Lie algebra approach to Hamiltonian systems with the method of representative functions of standard modules to obtain our main results. is such that its characteristic polynomial f(z, λ) is irreducible and the isospectral curve XL is nonsingular for z E C*. The calculation of centralizers will be done in a completion M n (A w ) of the loop algebra M n {C [z,z~1] ). The completion is defined by the absolute convergence of weighted series of Fourier coefficients for certain weights w. These weights satisfy for some σ, 1 < σ < 2, the inequalities C t exp(ί|fc| 1 If C±(L) denote the analogue of the centralizers £±(L) in the loop group GL n (A w ) we define
We will prove that the Jacobian variety of the desingularized curve X' L , Here (> )λ 0 denotes the contravariant, positive-definite Hermitian form on I/(λ 0 ). We show that the function θ is a theta function on the "Lie theoretic" Jacobian Most of the material contained in this work is essentially the author's doctoral thesis given at Rutgers. He wishes to thank his thesis advisor, Nolan Wallach, for help and guidance. Discussions with Roe Goodman were also very helpful.
Concepts from the Theory of Nonsingular Projective Curves.
The purpose of this chapter is to develop notation from the theory of nonsingular projective curves.
Nonsingular Projective Curves and Jacobian Varieties.
The term projective curve will denote an irreducible algebraic set in P n (C) of complex dimension one, with the induced topology. Most of the projective curves in this work will be given as the zero set of an irreducible homoge-
The projective curve X is said to be nonsingular, if for any P G X However, there will be cases when the general definition (cf. Hartshorne [12] , p. 31) will be necessary. The simplicial homology groups of a nonsingular projective curve X are described as follows. Since X is connected, H 0 (X, Z) = Z . H λ (X, Z ) is the free group on the generators [α,], [6,] , j = 1,... ,g. Thus H λ (X, Z ) = Z 2g . The second homology is isomorphic to the integers, H 2 {X^ Z) = Z , since X is compact.
The integer g is called the genus of the nonsingular projective curve X. Let {α i,... y ω g } be the unique basis for the space of holomorphic differentials with the property Jaj Furthermore, for this basis, the matrix Ω = (Ω^) with is symmetric with positive definite imaginary part.
The matrix (7, Ω) is called the period matrix of the holomorphic 1-forms onl.
Suppose X is an irreducible nonsingular projective curve. Define Λ = Λ(Ω) to be the lattice The complex torus Jac(X)=CVΛ is called the Jacobian variety of X.
An equivalent definition is obtained by using sheaves (cf. Gunning [11] ). Let 0 -» Z -> o x -> o^ -> 0 be the short exact sequence of sheaves on X. Here Z denotes the constant sheaf, 0χ the structure sheaf, and o^ the sheaf of invertible elements of 0χ under multiplication. The map o x -+ oî s given by the exponential map. The cohomology sequence of this short exact sequence is
The sheaf theoretic Jacobian variety of X is defined as
which is the kernel of the map Let Fbea complex vector space of dimension n. Suppose Λ is a lattice in V, so that the factor group V/A is a complex torus. A function Θ on V is called a theta function with respect to Λ, if it is a quotient of entire functions, not identically zero, and
where ί is C -linear in x. No further assumptions are made about ί and J.
If Θ is a theta function with respect to Λ then one can prove (cf. Lang [13] , p. 58) that
Then ί can be extended to a function l(x, y) on V x V, which is C -linear in x and M -linear my. J can be chosen in such a way that the function
is Z -linear, and can be extended to an M. -linear function on V.
In terms of ί and if, the relation defining a theta function can now be rewritten as
Affine Lie Algebras and Loop Groups.
In this chapter we introduce some concepts from the theory of affine Lie algebras and loop groups. We use the notation of Goodman -Wallach [7] and recall some of their results.
Affine Preliminaries.
Let g be a simple, finite-dimensional Lie algebra over C. Set which we consider as a subspace of the smooth maps from S 1 , the circle, to 9-g is a Lie algebra under pointwise commutator. Let B be the Killing form on #, and define a skew-symmetric bilinear form ω on g by for any X, Y £ £.
Then ω is a 2-cocycle on p, which gives rise to a central extension of g denoted by g:
As a vector space we write g = g © C c, with commutation relations where λ 0 = Aj^,.
Completions of #.
A function w : Z -> (0, oo) will be called a symmetric weight function if
Let A w be the space of functions Suppose the symmetric weight w satisfies
for some constant C > 0. If we define
for X E g, a E C, then the completion g of g is a Banach Lie algebra and given by"^ = g_ w Θ Cc (cf. Goodman -~Wallach [7] p. 83). For £ C M n (C) the completion g of ^ can also be described as -W -l w = {X e M n (A w ) I X(z) eg, ze S 1 }.
Completion of Standard Modules.
Suppose λ is a dominant integral weight for <? 
The Group G w .
Let /i,... , / tt be polynomials on M n (C). Assume that
is a connected and simply connected group with simple Lie algebra g. Also assume that if g E G, then the conjugate-transpose #* E G. Set
for w a weight of non-analytic type. Then G w , with
is a closed Banach Lie subgroup of SL n (A w ) with Lie algebra
If λ 0 , λi,... , λ^ are the fundamental weights of g, set Let G^ be the group generated by {exp(π(X)) I X egj.
Let Z denote the center of G w . Then Z is a closed Lie subgroup of G w with Lie algebra Cc. The identity component of Z is
Assume there exists a σ, 1 < σ < 2, such that the weight w satisfies the inequality
for all t > 0, e > 0 where C t ,M e are positive constants. Then we have an exact sequence of Lie group homomorphisms
whose differentials give the Lie algebra exact sequence (cf. Goodman-Wallach [7] , p. 111).
3. Isospectral Curves and Their Jacobians.
Isospectral Curves.
Throughout this chapter we make the following assumptions:
3.1.1. There exists σ, 1 < σ < 2, such that the symmetric weight w satisfies the inequalities
for all t, e > 0 with constants C t , M t > 0.
Define the quasi-aίfine curve X a to be The isospectral curve XL is defined to be 
Proof. (Cf. Serre [24] , pp. 67/68.) D
In this chapter we will be analyzing two classes of curves:
In Section 3.3 we will give a condition in terms of the α/s, 6^'s and d^s which guarantees the nonsingularity of X Q Π XQQ, X O Π XQO C XL We associate to X/, a line bundle ϋk -> XL as follows: For x E X L define Then we have
is holomorphic from X L to P n (C). Assume there exist linearly independent vectors Vχ,
as in the definition of XL and let βj{x) -ej(xQ,X\,x 2 ) be the j-th column of 2tD
= 1 hence rankM(^0,^i,^2) = n -1. Consequently there exists j, 1 < j < n, such that βj(x) φ 0. Set Then U Uj -XL and the map
is polynomial and homogeneous. On Uj Π U k we have e^rr) = g jik e k (x) witĥ
is rational from X L to P n (C). Moreover, h o Φ is nowhere zero on Uj Π Φ~1(F). Hence Φ is a rational map Φ : X L -> P n (C) (cf. Hartshorne [12] , pp. 14-24). D
Proof. (Cf. Mumford [16] , pp. 166/167.) D
The Algebraic Curve X L (Nonsingular Case).
Let L G g be given by where Specif) denotes the spectrum of L(z) and mult(λ) the multiplicity of λ. We now use this observation to show that
Then Q(A) is polynomial and if A has eigenvalues λ l5 ... , λ n counting multiplicities, then
+ lower order terms in z.
(c) Assume L(2 0 ) has a multiple eigenvalue for some z 0 G C. We assert that ord, 0 Q(L(*)) = Σ {mult(λ) -1}.
XESpecL(zo)
We may assume z 0 -0, otherwise we can replace L(z) by L(^ + z 0 ). Let λi,... , λ n be the eigenvalues of L(0) counting multiplicities. If λ G SpecL(O) and r = mult(λ), r > 1, we have
We may also assume λ = 0, otherwise we can shift by -λ. Then by the Inverse Function Theorem f{z,X) defines z -z(X) in some disc in the λ parameter with z(0) -0. We assert that ord 0^( λ) = r. We have gs gr -gχ^f(
giving z'(0) = 0 by equation (1) The assumption that XL is nonsingular on X o Π X^ was added and is necessary as the following example shows.
Consider the matrix:
Then f(z, λ) = -λ 3 + 3λ + z + z~ι and consequently f(z, λ) is irreducible. We have which implies that (z,λ) = (-1,1) and (z,\) = (1,-1) are singular points of X L . Moreover, Λ = 1 = B and
Thus P{\) 2 -4 and P'(λ) have a non-constant factor in common. To allow singularities only on XL \XOΓ\ XOO, i.e. at z = 0 or z~ι = 0, the condition we need is as follows 
.3. Suppose Me £ W {L). Then M G C%(L) + £™{L) if and only if there exist A,B G M n (C) racΛ ίΛαί M + -A, M_ -B e £ W {L).
Proof, (a) The sufficiency is immediate. 
+A + B) + M_ -B = M e £%(L) + C^(L)
.Λ = {V 6 C W (L) I e v G CT^(L) qf!(L)}.
Theorem 3.4.5. Λ is closed in £ W {L).

In order to establish the theorem we show that C™(L) C+(L) is closed in C W (L).
Prom the following lemmas we will deduce the statement of the theorem. 
.7. Let {gj}f =ι be a sequence in C™{L) C™(L) such that lim, -+00^ = g exists and g G V Wt -GL n (C)V w ,+ . Then g G C™(L) C™(L).
Proof, (a) By 3. 
C»(L)C?(L). D Lemma 3.4.8. C™{L) C%(L) is closed in C W {L).
Proof. 
Since det (Λ(z)) is a polynomial and det (Λ(z)) ψ 0, it follows that C -U is finite. If z E U, Me C + (L), then (A(z) ) and λj(M (2)) are polynomials on U. Now n-l k=0 on U, hence everywhere on C. Thus Proof. Since X o Π Xoo is nonsingular we have the isomorphism
Then the condition on the nonsingularity of f(z, λ) implies that /, L o (^),. . ^o^ί^) are linearly independent for all z G C. For the same reason one has that /, L oo (z~~1),... ,L^O~1(0~1) are linearly independent for all z~ι G C. Proof. We assert that ί Q ί{E r^n = 0ifj + r<n-l. We prove this by induction on j. If j = 0, then ioE r^n = Eχ^nE r , n = 0, r < n. Assume the inductive hypothesis for j. Then
Thus
If j + 1 + r < n, then j + r -1 < n, j -\-r < n and j + r + 1 < n. Thus the inductive hypothesis implies the result for j + 1. The Scholium is just the assertion for r = 1.
By applying the anti-automorphism
Proof. This result is clear for j -1. Assume that we have shown that
and ίoAjj-i = 0. We show that
with £ 0 A j+1 j = 0 for j + 1 < n -1.
But then ί 0 Aj+ιj = £ 0^i^. jj-i Applying equation (3) to AJJ-I we find
We continue to apply equation (3) 
So CjZ~ι =7j(2)+ίj(2~1)2"" 2 , ^7^0. This implies 9 -0 for all 1 < j < n-1. 
induces a surjective homomorphism
from which we obtain a surjective homomorphism (notation in 3.4.10).
->• ^(lί'.ox-) /iϊ 1^' , z). 
Since by GAGA we also obtain H 1 (x' L ,o* x ,^) = H 1 (a ; ,o^), we can replace the exact sequence
by the exact sequence 
• We thus may assume without loss of generality g = s£ n (C), G = SL n (C) and Leg. We suppose in addition that L is good.
Another way to employ the basic representation is to induce it to M n (A w ) by letting A w / act as O on L(λ 0 ). On the level of the group we consider the simply connected covering C* (SL n (C)) of GL n {C) and let C* Center(SX n (C)) act by 1 on the module. In order to obtain the same results one could also use the construction of the universal central extension of GL n (C) and its action on the dual determinant bundle of some Grassmanian manifold. For details we refer to Pressley-Segal [19] and Segal-Wilson [22] .
We use the notation exp for the exponential map from g to G w and e x for the exponential map from g to G w . Let pr be the projection pr : G w -> G w . We note that is an analytic diffeomorphism with kernel {e tc | t G C}. Here, V Wj ± denote the images of V Wy ± in G w . On V W^G V Wi + the exact sequence 1 -» C* -> G w -> G w -> 1 splits and we denote by φ the cross-section
Suppose V G Λ. Then e v can be represented as
. 
Denote by Ad$ resp. Ad^ the adjoint representation of G w resp. G w on g_ w . 
Φ(W).
Proof, (a) Since the cocycle ω vanishes on g and on j it follows We are now ready to prove one of the main results of this work which shows that the function Θ as defined in 3.5.9 is a theta function. This generalizes a result of Goodman-Wallach who showed in the case of n = 2 and tridiagonal L that the matrix entries of the standard representations are theta functions ( [8] , pp. 211-213 -see also appendix). These equations can be integrated using complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind with modulus k to yield: with u -j£.
